the benchmark
for luxury seating

new
product

fully customizable to any dimensions

The COSYMO presents a new wave of modularly-built sectional sofa seating.

features:
The shape of this sofa is defined by firm leather upholstery along the outside of the seats. The combination
with high quality fabrics on comfortable cushions garanties an inviting and high class seating solution.
Due to its modularity, numerous seating layouts can be created by combining elements.
Seating elements available are: one-seater, two-seater, end-seat with fixed armrest, middle armrest, ottomans
and chaises longues.
Diamond stitched patterns are applied to the inside of the outer arms and along parts of the middle armrests.
The straight wooden parts accentuate the unique shapes of the product and are available in different finishes
such as RAL painted, custom wood veneers and CINEAK’s exclusive high-gloss “tiger-eye” finish.
The inner armrests feature a recessed back-lit in-lay table, which can be used to place drinks, snacks, touch
panels, etc. The inlay table is available in frosted glass and in Carrara or Crema Valentia marble finish.
The highly comfortable cushions consist of a mix of foam flakes and down feathers.
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ultimate modularity
Design your own home theater layout!
Let your imagination flow to create new and
more functional layouts for any occasion.

multiple options
Four different leather grades are available
Fabric can be selected from our regular or more exclusive collections like 		
SAHCO, ALCANTARA, ARMANI, ...
The wood parts are available in different finishes such as RAL painted,
custom wood veneers and CINEAK’s exclusive high-gloss “tiger-eye” finish.
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dimensions may vary due to leather, foam thickness and density, covering materials.
Allow for small deviations - especially for row configurations
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